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Mercedes is testing the eSprinter in the Arctic Circle

Unicon & Volvo Trucks collaborate on electric concrete
mixers

Stadler orders train components from ABB

Mercedes-Benz Vans is conducting
winter tests under extreme climatic conditions with the next generation of the eSprinter near the Arctic
Circle. The focus lies with reliability
in freezing conditions.

The Danish concrete manufacturer Unicon has ordered eleven Volvo FM Electric trucks from Volvo
Trucks, which will be converted into
concrete mixers and used in Denmark. In the future, the two companies aim to develop customised
electric truck solutions for the concrete industry.

ABB has received orders worth
around €70 million from Stadler for
traction technologies and battery
systems for commuter trains. The
orders also include traction equipment for new locomotives sold by
Stadler in Spain.

#BEV #electric #esprinter

#concrete #mixer #construction

#publictransport #ABB #tech
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Electric bus orders
from Houston & Denver
In the last couple of days, two new large
orders for electric buses have been made
public in the USA. Nova Bus, which is part
of the Volvo Group, has received its largest
electric bus order to date from Houston in
Texas. New Flyer of America, part of the NFI
Group, is to deliver 17 vehicles to Denver in
Colorado.

Anheuser-Busch showcases Zero-Emission
Beer Delivery
US brewer Anheuser-Busch has ordered another 20 electric trucks from BYD to add to its
California fleet later this year. It is the fourth
order of zero-emission vehicles in a row from
different manufacturers. The brewery is, in fact,
installing a “Zero-Emission Beer Delivery” line.
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#Skoda
Series production of the Enyaq Coupé iV, which was presented at the end of January,
has started at Skoda’s main
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plant in Mladá Boleslav.
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for hybrid vehicle component
production.

